
Chapter 3   

Waning Oil 

Over-confidence in technology 

 
“The facts about our energy resources are sobering. The rapidity with which we are finding ways of 
spending that energy, often without realizing it, is shocking. The problems attendant in tapping unused 
reservoirs of energy are discouraging. Just the same, no one should say that man’s standard of living is 
likely to toboggan for lack of energy – cheap energy. This optimism comes not from a blind faith in the 
scientist and engineer but, instead, from an infinite confidence, supported by a long record of the past, that 
man’s ingenuity is equal to the task.” 

 
-- Charles A Scarlott, writing in Man’s Role in Changing the Face of the Earth, published in 1956.1   

 
 This quotation from Man’s Role in Changing the Face of the Earth reflects the supreme 
confidence in technology that characterises the human approach to intractable problems. Charles 
Scarlott was, at the time, manager of technical information services in the public relations 
department of the Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California, and he was very well aware 
of rapidly rising energy use, even back in the 1950s, but he trusted the human mind to invent new, 
cheap and plentiful forms of energy, and policymakers by and large accepted this rosy vision.  
 It hasn’t happened yet.   
 Petroleum, gas and coal are organic products of past aeons.2 Petroleum is a mix of hydrocarbons, 
oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur and other chemical elements, originally organic matter – phytoplankton 
and zooplankton – that has been transformed by bacteria, by heat and by pressure, over millions of 
years. Natural gas is predominately methane, mixed with ethane, butane and propane. Methane, 
CH4, is a by-product of rotting vegetation. Butane and propane are more complex gases than 
methane, but like methane are alkanes, the ‘paraffin’ group of hydrocarbons. Coal, a solid 
hydrocarbon in gradations from lignite at 70% to 80% carbon to anthracite at over 90% carbon, is 
compressed ancient former living matter, typically large ferny plants.  
 Hydrocarbons drove the 20th century explosion in agricultural productivity. Natural gas is the 
chief feedstock for nitrogen fertiliser manufacture. Irrigation, pesticide production and mechanised 
cultivation are fuelled by oil. Lavish use of hydrocarbons gives the illusion of limitless potential 
growth in food production, an illusion that permeates all forms of economic activity.  
 Bizarre energy-hungry developments include Ski Dubai, which opened in December 2005. Ski 
Dubai is a dome 85 metres high, covers 22,500 square metres, and has five slopes, the longest 400 
metres with a 60-metre fall. The temperature inside is cooled to –1 to –2 degrees C (28 to 30 
degrees F) all the time, when outside it may be over 50 degrees C (more than 120 degrees F). The 
dome, owned by the Majid Al Futtaim Group, is at the extreme end of energy-hungry leisure and 
tourism ventures, and may be a valid undertaking from the perspective of an individual company, 
but is more than dubious in the context of uncertain world energy supplies. Dubai, part of United 
Arab Emirates on the Persian Gulf, itself has low oil reserves and borrowed heavily to reinvent itself 
as a global financial and tourism centre, a gamble that nearly came unstuck in 2008 when the world 
financial system nosedived, but fellow emirate Abu Dhabi offered emergency loans and construction 
continued, although at a slower pace. There are wondrous buildings planned for Dubai, where the 
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world’s tallest building, the Burj Khalifa, punctures the skyline, and carries the name of the ruler of 
Abu Dhabi in thanks for supplying the money to finish it. An architect called David Fisher planned an 
energy-generating revolving skyscraper called the Da Vinci Rotating Tower, but at the time of writing 
in 2010 and 2011 this remained a set of drawings, and Dubai’s lavish buildings continued to guzzle 
energy.  
 
 
Losing the land  

The energy consumption of agriculture degrades whole environments. In the USA, the world’s 
largest energy consumer, some of the consequences are: 

 Rapid soil erosion. About 1% of topsoil disappears annually.3 Soil is being destroyed at least 
ten times faster than the natural replacement rate.4  

 The cropland acreage declines by around three million acres a year. Two million acres are lost 
to water saturation, erosion and pollution. A million acres more succumb to roads, suburbs, 
shopping malls, and industrial developments.5 Three million acres is 4,688 square miles, 0.13 
per cent of the whole land area of the United States, lost each year. That is an area three-
fifths the size of Wales, or larger than the whole of Gambia or Jamaica.6  

 Irrigation for agriculture (often using electric or diesel-powered pumps7) is a principal cause of 
aquifer depletion. The Ogallala aquifer covering about 174,000 square miles of the USA’s 
Great Plans from South Dakota to Texas enables farming to prosper, but many parts of this 
underground fresh-water sea could be dry before 2030, according to economics and 
geography professor Kevin Mulligan.8 Researchers at Utrecht University report that aquifer 
depletion is rapid in many of the world’s principal farming regions, such as the Mid West of 
the USA, the central valley of California, north-west India, and north-east China.9 Several 
vital aquifers in the USA’s southern states may be useless by the mid 21st century.  

 
 In the mid 1990s, the food eaten by the typical American every year had devoured the equivalent 
of 400 gallons of oil10 on the way to the plate or take-away carton. Food production in the USA uses 
up  about 10 times more energy than is contained in the final product. Before the industrial 
revolution, farmers increased the productivity of plants and animals by selective breeding, and they 
spread animal waste in the form of farmyard manure, and composted plant residues, to improve the 
soil. Farming this way was labour-intensive. One person’s direct labour might yield sufficient food to 
feed three or four other people, but one person could not feed a village, let alone a small town -- 
until fossil fuels formed a temporary, one-time-only army.  
 Burning fossil fuels releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, which affects climatic patterns 
in complex and unpredictable ways. Worry about climate change has not changed human behaviour 
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significantly, any more than fear of going to Hell stopped medieval Catholics from committing crimes 
– and Hell sounded a much worse place than a world a couple of degrees warmer. Nevertheless, the 
behaviour of human societies will have to change if we are to survive the end of cheap (in the 
financial sense) fossil fuels. Technologies like nuclear power generation and carbon storage may 
prolong the age of energy looting, but they come with dangers of their own.  
 
 
Oil scarcity 

Oil scarcity looked over a generation away in 2005, a span of some 40 years before known reserves 
would be exhausted. In 2010-11 the outlook is bleaker. 
 World oil consumption in 2011 is likely to be about 32.193 billion barrels.11   
 The US Energy Information Administration reckoned that in 2009 the world’s proven reserves of 
crude oil totalled 1,342.207 billion barrels. That equals 41.7 years’ supply at the consumption rate in 
2011.  
 How can it be that reserves appear to have risen after five years of consumption removed some 
160 billion barrels from the ground and the calculations, and no major new fields have been found? 
 The truth appears to be that several leading oil producers, especially in the Middle East but also 
including Canada, work out their reserves on the basis of political expediency, or of unrealistically 
high extraction rates, or without properly accounting for the energy costs of extracting low-grade 
oils. 
 
Saudi Arabia has almost one-fifth of the world’s stated oil reserves, 266.710 billion barrels of the 
1,342.207 billion total. Amazingly, despite thirty years of continuous pumping, and the absence of 
major oil finds, Saudi Arabia’s reserves in 2009 were 60% higher than in 1980. The reserves figure 
jumped from 172.575 billion barrels in 1989 to 257.559 billion in 1990. Similar inflation happened in 
other members of OPEC, the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries, in the late 1980s, the 
main reason being the organisation’s introduction of production quotas based on each member’s oil 
reserves.  
 No major fields have been discovered in Saudi Arabia since the 1960s, the last of any size being 
the Zuluf field in 1965, which started producing in 1973 and contained between 8.5 billion and 10 
billion barrels. The Ghawar field, the largest in the world, was discovered in 1948, started production 
in 1951, and contained between 66 billion and 150 billion barrels.12 The field yielded over 65 billion 
barrels by 2010.13 This means either that the field is almost empty, or in the best case scenario, it is 
about half empty.  
 Saudi Aramco, the state oil company of Saudi Arabia, is secretive, and if the field is nearing 
depletion, would want to keep this information to itself for as long as possible. There are many signs, 
though, that the field is in the latter stages of its life. Aramco intends to inject carbon dioxide into 
the field, at the rate of 40 million cubic feet a day, to reduce the viscosity of the remaining oil. The 
injection is due to start in the Uthmaniyah zone in 2013.14 Carbon dioxide injection is typically a 
technology of the tertiary or final stage oil recovery. Water flooding, to fill the space created by the 
extraction of oil, is regarded as the secondary stage: the remaining crude oil floats on the water and 
rises nearer to the surface. Water injection in the Ghawar field began as long ago as 1964. Aramco 
was at pains to stress that the carbon dioxide injection programme is not because the oilfield is 
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depleting, but to “quantify how much reserves we can recover and for the environment”. So said 
Saad Turaiki, vice president of Aramco’s southern area oil operations.15  
 The Saudi Gazette reported, on November 10th 2010, a speech by King Abdullah to Saudi 
students at universities in the United States. King Abdullah was explaining his decision, made in 
summer 2010, to stop oil exploration in the kingdom, so that oil wealth would be saved and passed 
on to future generations. “Thank God, your homeland is proceeding resolutely to a prosperous 
future, God willing. And what is unknown is even better,” the king told the students.16  
 King Abdullah’s comments reinforce the circumstantial evidence that Saudi Arabia’s oilfields have 
passed their peak. If this is the case, it would be logical to save oil for coming times of scarcity and 
high prices. The energy investment banker Matthew R Simmons, in his 2005 book Twilight in the 
Desert: the coming Saudi oil shock and the world economy, concluded that Saudi Arabia’s fields were 
in decline, but his arguments were not universally accepted. Mr Simmons accidentally drowned in 
his hot tub, at home in Maine, in August 2010. That was the verdict of Maine’s Chief Medical 
Examiner, who noted that Mr Simmons, aged 67, suffered from heart disease.17  
  
Canada has the world’s second largest reserves of crude oil according to the US Energy Information 
Administration. In 2009 those reserves were estimated at 178.092 billion barrels, or 13.3% of the 
global total.  
 Canada is a newcomer to the oil reserves leader board. In 2003 its oil reserves were just 4.858 
billion barrels. What accounts for the massive increase? Answer: the oil sands of northern Alberta, 
which have become the new Klondyke. The Alberta oil sands are regions of bituminous sands that 
can be processed into usable oil – but the extraction and processing themselves consume huge 
quantities of energy.  
 Richard Heinberg, in his web book Searching for a Miracle: ‘Net Energy’ Limits and the Fate of 
Industrial Society18 explains the impact of Energy Return on Energy Invested, or EROIE. This ratio 
summarises the energy input required to obtain one unit of energy output. The world’s largest 
oilfield, Saudi Arabia’s Ghawar, has yielded an EROIE of 100 to 1, according to Heinberg’s 
calculations. The global average EROIE for crude oil is some 19:1. As new oilfield discoveries wane, 
oil companies seek to drill in more challenging places, like the deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico, the 
Arctic shelf of Alaska, and northern Siberia. Very large amounts of energy are expended in securing 
oil from hostile and marginal environments. The oil sands of northern Alberta were regarded as 
marginal until the ‘00s. Their ROIE is between 5.2:1 and 5.8:1, Heinberg suggests. That is still a 
positive return, but has severe economic implications. As the energy demands of finding and 
extracting fossil fuels grow, the proportion of energy returned to the economy will fall. Put another 
way, the energy industries will themselves absorb escalating amounts of the energy extracted to 
power the world. 
 Oil shales are a case in point. The manufacture of usable oil from shales, fine-grained 
sedimentary rocks with high levels of organic matter, results in serious environmental harm, such as 
carbon dioxide emissions to groundwater and surface water pollution, as well as returning a low 
EROIE ratio, in the range 1.5:1 to 4:1. From an environmental point of view, the exploitation of oil 
shales is similar to the adulterated drugs that heroin addicts use when nothing better is to hand. 
China, Brazil and Estonia all use the dirty technology of oil shale extraction, and several pilot projects 
are running in the USA.19  
 Canada’s oil sands may not be quite as energy-hungry as oil shales, but it is sobering to note that 
nearly one-seventh of the world’s current oil reserves are in the form of bituminous sands in 
northern expanses of the Canadian state of Alberta.  
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Iran is the country with the third largest oil reserves, data from the US Energy Information 
Administration shows. Iran’s stated reserves in 2009 were 136.150 billion barrels, just over 10% of 
the world total. In 1980 Iran’s reserves were 58.000 billion barrels. They jumped suddenly in 1988 to 
92.850 billion barrels, not because any major new fields had been discovered, but because of OPEC’s 
introduction of quotas based on reserves. Iran increased its notional reserves significantly again in 
2004, with a jump to 125.800 billion barrels from 89.700 billion in 2003, the year when the USA led 
the invasion of Iraq, the western neighbour of Iran. 
 Iran’s ageing oilfields need considerable investment in enhanced recovery technologies. Natural 
gas injection to raise the viscosity of remaining oil is an important aspect: the world’s biggest gas 
injection scheme began in June 2009 on the Agha-Jari oilfield, a programme to inject 3.6 billion cubic 
feet, with the objective of increasing the field’s daily output from 140,000 barrels to 200,000 barrels. 
Sanctions imposed by the USA have forced Iran to look outside the Western club for investment 
funds, which in large measure come from China.20  
 
Iraq contains the fourth largest oil reserves in the world. They have inflated suspiciously since 1980, 
from 31.000 billion barrels then to 48.800 billion in 1987, 92.850 billion in 1988 and 115.000 billion 
in 2009.21  These ‘reserves’ were opened up to international oil companies from 2008. BP, 
ExxonMobil, Shell, Total and ENI were among the successful bidders. Their success comes at a 
potentially explosive cost, because the withdrawal of US troops leaves the oilfields vulnerable to 
attack from zealots, nationalists, and rival powers directly or by proxy. 
 The contracts awarded in the first and second bidding rounds for Iraqi oil carried the expectation 
that production from the target fields would increase from 1.535 million barrels a day to 11.140 
million by 2017, over seven times more. Given the dysfunctional geopolitical context, the contracts 
may be more curse than blessing.  
 Iraq, which also has the world’s tenth largest natural gas reserves, sends nearly half of its oil 
exports, 47%, to Asia and 30% to the Americas. Those exports are not huge: in 2009 Iraq exported 
about 657 million barrels, mostly from Basra and its region. A little over 100 million barrels of the 
total left the northern Kurdish area in the pipeline from Kirkuk to Ceyhan in Turkey. At the 2009 
export rate, Iraq’s stated reserves would last 175 years. Importers, including the USA, would like 
more but Iraq is too unstable to be a reliable trade partner. The violence within the country restricts 
or even negates infrastructure improvements.  
 The pretence that the 2003 invasion of Iraq was not an ‘oil war’ was all but over within a couple 
of years. Article 109 of the country’s post-Saddam written constitution22 created, revealingly, the 
framework for oil companies to siphon off Iraq’s energy wealth. Article 109 stated: 
 
 First: The federal government with the producing governorates and regional governments shall undertake 
the management of oil and gas extracted from current fields provided that it distributes oil and gas revenues in 
a fair manner in proportion to the population distribution in all parts of the country with a set allotment for a 
set time for the damaged regions that were unjustly deprived by the former regime [Saddam Hussein] and the 
regions that were damaged later on, and in a way that assures balanced development in different areas of the 
country, and this will be regulated by law.  
 Second: The federal government with the producing regional and governorate governments shall together 
formulate the necessary strategic policies to develop the oil and gas wealth in a way that achieves the highest 
benefit to the Iraqi people using the most advanced techniques of the market principles and encourages 
investment (sic).” 
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 The ‘market principles’ most popular in Iraq’s government, in relation to the oilfields, were 
Production Sharing Agreements. The nominal ownership of the oilfields remains in the state’s hands, 
but companies which make sharing agreements can, under current accounting conventions, log the 
oil reserves in their own accounts.23  
 Production Sharing Agreements last, typically, from 25 to 40 years, and a government’s share of 
costs and revenues is fixed at the outset of the contract. The problem is not the concept of the 
Production Sharing Agreement, but its application. Agreements are rarely in the public domain 
because of commercial confidentiality, and so the revenues flowing to oil companies cannot be 
scrutinised by voters. Iraq has no pressing need for Production Sharing Agreements, as it has enough 
oil for its government to be able to raise international capital to develop the fields, and keep the 
profits for the benefit of the nation. This alternative probably had too much of a socialist flavour for 
western governments and multinational corporations to consider it seriously.  
 When the smokescreens hiding the real reasons for the second post-1990 Iraq War were blown 
away, it was clear that anything goes in the struggle for energy. The fate of the oilfields was decided 
well in advance of the start of the second Iraq War in 2003. The ‘Future of Iraq’ project, initiated by 
the US State Department, was in motion by April 2002. The project included 17 working groups, each 
including ‘experts’ chosen by the State Department, and Iraqi exiles ill-disposed to Saddam Hussein. 
The groups met in Washington and London.24 The working group for oil recommended that 
Production Sharing Agreements should be the way ahead for Iraqi oil, once Saddam was deposed. 
US and UK oil companies, notably ExxonMobil, Chevron Texaco, BP, and the Anglo-Dutch group 
Shell, were expected to benefit handsomely. Estimates in PLATFORM’s 2005 report, Crude Designs: 
the rip-off of Iraq’s oil wealth, suggest that a sum between US$74 billion and $194 billion, over the 
life of the agreements, could go to oil companies instead of to the people of Iraq. These estimates 
were based on an oil price of just $40 a barrel, but early in 2011 the price exceeded $9025 a barrel, 
and in April 2011, over $105. The higher the price, the greater the financial flows to the oil 
companies, because of the way the agreements were constructed.  
 Iraq is a humanitarian, social, political and economic disaster, and in so far as there were any 
plans for after the ‘coalition’s’ invasion, they failed. Many in the Pentagon had favoured former exile 
Ahmed Chalabi as ‘their man’ in charge of oil within the Iraqi government, but Iraq’s voters showed 
no great gratitude to the Americans and British who removed Saddam Hussein. The national 
elections on December 15th 2005 yielded not one seat for Chalabi or his party, the USA-backed Iraqi 
National Congress. The elections were a victory for the United Iraq Alliance, a coalition of Shia 
Moslem groups, which secured 128 of the 275 seats. The Kurdish parties from northern Iraq gained 
53 seats, and the parties dominated by Sunni Moslems, 44 seats. A permanent government was not 
agreed until May 2006, and the fearsome violence within Iraq prevented the new administration 
from governing effectively. Western oil companies lost ground in the oilfield exploration and 
development auctions in 2009. Only one winning bid was led by a US company – Exxon Mobil – and 
only one, Occidental Petroleum, was a minor partner in a winning bid, according to an analysis by 
Jim Jubak.26 The winning companies included Gazprom and Lukoil of Russia, CNPC of China, Sonangol 
of Angola, and TPAO of Turkey.  
 Elections in March 2010 failed to improve national security or cohesiveness, or to stop the inter-
regional arguments over control of (and revenue from) oil exports.27 Many potential candidates 
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were prohibited from standing because of their previous political affiliations, and after the vote 
prolonged bickering  meant that a new government was not in place until November. 
 The four countries of Saudi Arabia, Canada, Iran and Iraq account for over half of the world’s 
estimated oil reserves. For Saudi Arabia, and Iran the issues are over-statement and depletion. For 
Iraq, probable over-statement is accompanied by the absence of stable government. Iraq, Iran and 
Saudi Arabia are vulnerable to doctrinal skirmishes and even schisms. In the case of Canada, the 
main issues are the energy and environmental costs of extracting and processing bitumen sands into 
oil.  
 How much oil is it practicable to extract from our already ravaged planet? We need to strip out 
the unexplained rises in reserves recorded by OPEC members especially in the late 1980s, and 
reduce the oil sands reserves because not all will yield an energy gain.  
 Dr Mamdouh G Salameh, writing in the Petroleum Review28 of August 2004, calculated that 
OPEC’s oil reserves were overstated by 300 billion barrels. In 2009, according to the US Energy 
Information Administration, the combined reserves of the 12 OPEC members29 were 934.967 billion 
barrels. Subtracting 300 billion from this leaves 634.967 billion.  
 Canada’s oil sands reserves in theory add 178.092 billion barrels. If we reduce this by a 
conservative 10%, to allow for oil with a negative EROEI and thus not worth extracting, we are left 
with 160.283 billion barrels.  
 Other countries’ stated reserves totalled 229.148 billion barrels. Without deflating this latter 
quantity at all, the revised total is 1,024.398 billion barrels.30 Given the expected usage in 2011 of 
about 32.193 billion barrels, the remaining years of the oil era reduce to 29.8 years from 2011, 
taking us to 2040.  
 Only the most terminally stupid or addicted civilisation would carry on using a precious resource 
at a constant rate until it had all gone. If governments fail their populations by refusing to plan for a 
future with scarce fossil energy, higher prices and/or personal quotas will force people to use less of 
it. 
 In 2005 it appeared that the world had about 40 years of oil, at a constant consumption rate. Six 
years on in 2011, we probably have fewer than 30 years.  
 Major oil companies like Shell and Chevron have programmes to convert natural gas into liquid 
fuels. Shell and Qatar Petroleum have a huge investment, variously estimated to cost between $18 
billion and $24 billion (at the top end over $3.50 for every person alive on Earth) to convert natural 
gas into fuel liquids at the Pearl plant in Qatar. The plant, expected to be fully operational in the first 
quarter of 2012, will produce about 140,000 barrels of liquids a day. The development has a planned 
life of 55 to 60 years, during which time it would have produced some 3 billion barrels of liquid 
fuels.31  
 The Pearl venture illustrates the unpalatable truth about the remaining quantities of extractable 
crude oil: the investment in the plant is so huge, and the EROEI so low, that it would not have been 
constructed if supplies of conventional oil were sufficient for future needs. The EROEI for gas-to-
liquids is at best probably about 5:1, similar to oil sands, and to deep ocean and Arctic oil that is 
extracted without damaging accidents.32  
 Leaving aside the higher risk of accidents and pollution in difficult environments, such events as 
the Deepwater Horizon explosion and well burst in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, which killed 11 
workers and untold wildlife, the increasing reliance on fuels manufactured using energy-intensive 
processes means that proportionately less fuel will be available for all other uses.  
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Gas ties  

Well over half, 57%, of the world’s stated natural gas reserves lie in just three countries: Russia, Iran 
and Qatar. Russia alone has more than a quarter, 27%, of the global total. The US Energy Information 
Administration calculated in 2009 that known reserves of natural gas would be sufficient, at present 
consumption rates, for 63 years. This horizon would roll closer, quickly, if the gas-to-liquids industry 
became a major user of the raw energy, and in Qatar that is a real prospect.  
 The accuracy of the reserve figures is debatable, but if we accept both Iran’s stated 992 trillion 
cubic feet and the world’s 6,254 trillion cubic feet33 as reasonable estimations, Iran has almost 16% 
of the world total. In 2010, a pipeline from Turkmenistan began bringing Turkmen gas into northern 
Iran, freeing gas in southern Iran for export. The USA, which alongside China is the world’s most 
energy-hungry nation, refuses to negotiate with Iran, it says because of Iran’s nuclear programme. 
China has no such scruples and has joint ventures with the National Iranian Oil Company. Russia, the 
top nation for gas reserves, with perhaps about 1,680 trillion cubic feet in 2009, is exporting gas to 
China from eastern Siberia. Russia’s gas reserves were apparently the same in 2009 as in 2004, 
according to Energy Information Administration data. As with oil, gas reserves are impossible to 
calculate accurately, and reserves of gas that can be extracted at a profit fluctuate according to the 
economic context.  
 Modern agriculture, so dependent on oil, also consumes natural gas, which is the principal 
feedstock for large-scale ammonia production by the Haber process. Around 80% of the world’s 
ammonia production is used for the manufacture of nitrogen fertiliser,34 a critical link in the oil- and 
gas-saturated business that is modern agriculture. 
 Farming’s reliance on oil and gas, and the long and often complex supply chains from farm to 
plate, are colossal handicaps in the new age of energy vulnerability. Food will be scarcer and costlier, 
and like oil will be vulnerable to smash-and-grab raids.  
 
 
Fizzing fuses in Central Asia  

All large oil and gas fields have the potential to generate conflict. The chess game of geopolitical 
strategy is particularly aggressive around the Caspian Basin oil and gas fields of the former Soviet 
Union in Central Asia, particularly in the former Soviet republics of Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, and 
Kazakhstan.  
 The country of Kazakhstan typifies the attractions and problems of Central Asia. Kazakhstan, 
which in 2010 had a population of 15.46 million, was a republic of the Soviet Union until declaring 
independence in 1991, and Russia retains 6,000 square kilometres of the Baykonur Cosmodrome on 
lease until 2050. There is a religious divide, with rather more Moslems than Russian Orthodox 
Christians. Kazakhstan has become an elective dictatorship: President Nursultan A Nazarbayev, first 
elected in December 1991, was re-elected with a reported 91.5% of the vote for a further seven 
years in December 2005, and in 2007 succeeded in changing the national constitution to remove 
term limits on his presidency, and to give him and his family immunity from prosecution for acts 
committed during his rule. At the same time, his bank accounts became an official state secret.35 
Nazarbayev appoints ministers and makes the big decisions. His family and appointees control the 
economy including oil and gas, uranium and the national media. Opposition to Nazarbayev’s rule has 
been muted, partly because of the opportunities of rapid economic growth, but also because of 
repression.36  
 Kazakhstan has the world’s largest uranium reserves, in 2009 perhaps 651,000 tonnes that would 
be economic to extract for nuclear power generation at a price of $130 per kilogram. Extractable 
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reserves fell almost a third in the later ‘00s, from 957,000 tonnes in 2005, because of sharply 
increased mining and production costs.37 The spot market price of uranium38 on November 12th 
2010 was $59.25 per pound, $130.35 per kg, very close to the nominal price level for measuring 
extractable uranium reserves. Uranium is not all: Kazakhstan has, in addition to oil and gas, reserves 
of coal, iron ore, chromium, copper, zinc, silver, gold, and other vital components of industrial 
technology.  
 The US military has access to the airport at the southern Kazakh city of Almaty. In 2004 the US 
announced that it was helping Kazakhstan to build a military base to protect the oilfields in the west 
of the country, and said that joint military training exercises would continue in the future. NATO, the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, signed a liaison agreement with Kazakhstan in October 2005, 
following the July 2005 decision of Kazakhstan’s southern neighbour, Uzbekistan, to order the US 
military to vacate its airbase at Karshi-Khanabad within 180 days. Western companies have 
significant investments in Kazakh oil fields. They include Agip (part of the Italian energy 
conglomerate ENI); British Gas; BP; the Anglo-Dutch Shell; Norway’s Den Norske Stats Oljeselskap, 
Total of France; and Chevron, Halliburton and ExxonMobil of the USA. 
 The USA and its allies do not have control over Kazakhstan, where both Russia and China have 
strategic interests. China gained a significant stake in the Kazakh oil industry late in 2005 when China 
National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) bought Petrokazakhstan – based in the oil sands zone of 
Alberta, Canada – for £2.4 billion. As part of the deal, the Kazakh government (over which the 
Nazarbayev family has such a hold) received a holding of 33%. A pipeline to carry Kazakh oil to China 
came into use in December 2005, going in the opposite direction to an earlier pipeline, opened in 
2001, which takes Kazakh oil west to the Black Sea. In 2009 China lent $10 billion to aid the 
development of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, and gained a stake in the Kazakh oil company 
MangistauMunaiGas.   
 The USA’s worldwide net of military bases signal determination to retain access to energy 
supplies, although counter-alliances to contain the USA are developing fast. In Central Asia, 
Uzbekistan prefers to co-operate with Russia. Turkmenistan, important to the US because of its 
location immediately to the north of Iran, refused to allow the American military to build a base but 
agreed in 2010 to allow NATO to transport various cargoes, but not arms, through its territory. 
Kyrgyzstan, lying between China and Kazakhstan, hosts Russian and US military bases, and it itself a 
candidate for schism. A pro-democracy coup in April 2010 ousted the president, Kurmanbek Bakiyev. 
Elections followed in October, but the results were inconclusive, and left the country without a 
strong government.  
 The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation – the Asian countries of China, Russia, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan – in July 2005 asked the USA to give a timetable for withdrawal 
from its many bases in the region, but voluntary exit is unlikely because it would harm America’s 
strategic interests. Russia and China held their first joint military exercises in August 2005, and 
signed a military co-operation protocol in November 2010. 
 Competition for access to oil and other key resources becomes more intense year on year. The 
US administration was so desperate for oil companies to find new fields that the 2005 Energy Policy 
Act authorised $8 billion in subsidies to energy businesses. That was $25 for every one of the USA’s 
297.56 million inhabitants39 – money that many of their representatives believed would be better 
used to improve energy efficiency in homes, businesses and transport. The act pushed renewable 
energy to the sidelines, and channelled financial support to fossil fuels.40 It provided a lot of money 
for nuclear power, including indemnities of $2 billion for liabilities resulting from the construction of 
up to six new nuclear power plants, and $1.25 billion in federal funds for a nuclear plant to produce 
electricity and hydrogen. The Price-Anderson Nuclear Industries Indemnity Act, which limits the 
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liability insurance obligations for the nuclear power industry, was extended to 2025, and employees 
and contractors at nuclear installations are allowed to carry guns.  
 Opposition within the USA to the pro-oil, pro-nuclear thrust of the Energy Policy Act was fierce, 
vocal and widespread, yet still ineffective. Congressman Jay Inslee, a Democrat from Washington 
state, commented:41  
 

“There is a sad irony in the fact that humans are now relying on energy from fossilized dinosaurs and 
vegetation, which died most likely as a result of climate change, to such a great extent that we are altering 
the nature of our own atmosphere.”  

 
  
 Optimistic utterances about nuclear power were muted after the serious leaks of radioactivity 
from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant north of Tokyo, following the disastrous earthquake and 
tsunami in March 2011. All of a sudden, the very real dangers of nuclear power were all too obvious. 
The prospect of nuclear energy filling some of the gap caused by declining oil began to seem 
unlikely.  
 Without oil, intensive agriculture as we know it could not function, and we are running out of 
easy oil. Without intensive large-scale agriculture, supermarkets’ just-in-time supply chains could not 
work. The shelves would empty.  
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